Host AGM_Selan says:
U.S.S. Paula Greene Stardate 10107.28 "All Together Now" Episode Two

Cast of Characters:

Brian Paveza as One of Nine 
Sergio Amendoeira as Two of Nine 
Karriaunna Scotti as Three of Nine 
Chris Nickel as Four of Nine
Jim O’Quinn as Five of Nine
Cheryl O'Quinn as Six of Nine
Eric VanSickle as Seven of Nine
Darlene Wise as Eight of Nine 

Michael Jones as the Collective 

 Host AGM_Selan says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= Resume Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Borg Cube 87651 is traveling through a transwarp conduit. The ship is at optimum efficiency.

Host One_of_Nine says:
::walks his patrol, looking for any new drones to ensure that they are properly connected to the collective::

Five_of_Nine says:
::standing at the  maneuvering panels in the Borg cube ::

Four_of_Nine says:
::extends a mechanical device from his arm and inserts it into a console::

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::in the receiving chamber 4, looking at some new technology to attain an adaptability::

Six_of_Nine says:
::at station::

Host One_of_Nine says:
::goes to a wall station and backs into it, inserting himself into the computer system and scanning for any new drones present::

Host The_Collective says:
Cube 87651, Unimatrices 4671 - 5031, redirect course to conduits a-75-re-4.

Three_of_Nine says:
::At the medical port, completing repairs on a drone::

Seven_of_Nine says:
::checks the servos and mechanics of his new arm, containing assimilation equipment::

Five_of_Nine says:
::redirects course slightly ::

Host The_Collective says:
ACTION: The Cube shifts from the conduit to a new conduit.

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::his ocular implant shifts spectrum, and he manages to find a flaw in the technology::

Five_of_Nine says:
::studies the maps of the regions conduits::

Host One_of_Nine says:
::steps out of the alcove and heads off towards the nearest new drone::

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::catalogues the flaw, and transmits to the collective:: ~~~Species 7594 has been assimilated, adaptations to their technology are now available~~~

Five_of_Nine says:
::reviews new data offered to see if any of it is of concern to his dept ::

Seven_of_Nine says:
::receives message from Two of Nine:: ~~~Acknowledged~~~

Four_of_Nine says:
::takes the information from Species 7594 and applies the adaptations to the cube and drones::

Six_of_Nine says:
::monitors cube systems, making minor adjustments to maintain peak efficiency::

Five_of_Nine says:
::makes minor course correction ::

Host One_of_Nine says:
::comes across six of nine and grips her shoulder, stopping her::

Eight_of_Nine says:
::Steps out of the alcove and walks around aimlessly::

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::moves to the next data stream coming from a Cube engaging species 8352::

Three_of_Nine says:
::Finishes her repairs and turns to the next one::

Six_of_Nine says:
::pauses, and turns to One of Nine::

Seven_of_Nine says:
::decides to tour the cube to acquaint the drone to surroundings::

Host The_Collective says:
Cube 87651, Unimatrices 4671 - 5031, you are to engage and assimilate a colony of species 329 at Sector 86322, Grid 763. They have acquired previously unknown defensive and offensive technologies that were utilized against the Federation as per recently acquired data. They have now been found worthy for assimilation while previously they were not.

Host One_of_Nine says:
::examines six of nine's connection to the collective and ensures her nano-probes are operating at the properly efficiency and frequency ... her assimilation is complete ... releases the drone and walks off::

Six_of_Nine says:
::returns to task at hand::

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::switches his focus to the data pertaining species 329, studying it's capabilities as per the Collective's knowledge::

Five_of_Nine says:
::alters course significantly ::

Eight_of_Nine says:
::walks into a wall, stumbles backwards then walks into the wall again::

Four_of_Nine says:
::incorporates the information and prepares the ship's systems for the future assimilation of Species 329::

Host The_Collective says:
ACTION: Cube 87651 drops out of the transwarp conduit approximately seven light years from the coordinates. It then engages warp 9.9 toward the colony.

Three_of_Nine says:
::As she reviews the data, the realization that this drone is too damaged to be repaired flows through her mind.::

Seven_of_Nine says:
::receives message to assimilate Species 329 -- Kazon, prepares for first mission as talon drone::

Host One_of_Nine says:
::hears the collective and turns, heading off to join group of assault drones preparing to go down to the surface::

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::lifts his head, and turns, heading for One of Nine's station::

Six_of_Nine says:
::turns, and moves to join the gathering group of assault drones::

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::continues receiving data on species 329, analyzing potential adaptations::

Host The_Collective says:
ACTION: Time goes by ... and Cube 87651 drops out of warp in their system, and rapidly approaches the colony world.

Host One_of_Nine says:
::needs an analgesic cream::

Seven_of_Nine says:
::notices One of Nine and assault drones, joins them::

Eight_of_Nine says:
~~~Error, malfunction~~~  ::walks into the wall and stumbles back::

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::passes by Eight of Nine:: ~~~Drone eight of nine is in need of repairs~~~

Host The_Collective says:
ACTION: Three golden-hulled vessels approach the Cube rapidly, recognizing them as Borg.

Five_of_Nine says:
::shifts course slightly headed inwards into the system, to it's inner nexus ::

Four_of_Nine says:
::notes the malfunction of drone 8 of 9 Unimatrix 5031 and sends the relevant data to 3 of 9::

Three_of_Nine says:
::Looks up, not wanting to finish the work on this drone and goes to find 8 of 9.::

Four_of_Nine says:
::directs the scanning systems at the lead ship::

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::reaches his station, and start monitoring the incoming ships, as well as data coming from the Tactical Drone::

Three_of_Nine says:
::Acknowledges four of nine and gets coordinates::

Four_of_Nine says:
::waits for it to come into range to attach the Holding Beam::

Seven_of_Nine says:
::turns to One of Nine:: ~~~One: This drone believes its services may be required on this attack.~~~

Eight_of_Nine says:
~~~ERROR, MALFUNTION.  ERROR, MALFUNCTION~~~

Three_of_Nine says:
::Stops before the malfunctioning drone and runs a scan on it.::

Host The_Collective says:
We are the Borg. Lower your shields and surrender your ships. We will add your biological and technological distinctiveness to our own. Your culture will adapt to service us. Resistance is futile.

Host One_of_Nine says:
::waits for the Collectives order to begin assimilating species 329::

Five_of_Nine says:
We are the Borg. Lower your shields and surrender your ships. We will add your biological and technological distinctiveness to our own. Your culture will adapt to service us. Resistance is futile.

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::prepares his vocal cords, as per the collective’s will:: All : We are the Borg. Lower your shields and surrender your ships. We will add your biological and technological distinctiveness to our own. Your culture will adapt to service us. Resistance is futile.

Seven_of_Nine says:
We are the Borg. Lower your shields and surrender your ships. We will add your biological and technological distinctiveness to our own. Your culture will adapt to service us. Resistance is futile.

Host One_of_Nine says:
We are the Borg. Lower your shields and surrender your ships. We will add your biological and technological distinctiveness to our own. Your culture will adapt to service us. Resistance is futile.

Four_of_Nine says:
We are the Borg. Lower your shields and surrender your ships. We will add your biological and technological distinctiveness to our own. Your culture will adapt to service us. Resistance is futile.

Six_of_Nine says:
We are the Borg. Lower your shields and surrender your ships. We will add your biological and technological distinctiveness to our own. Your culture will adapt to service us. Resistance is futile.

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::as the holding beam engages, start computing the Kazon ship's Shield Frequency... 2.5 minutes for adaptation::

Eight_of_Nine says:
We are......ummmm........who are we?

Three_of_Nine says:
::Ignoring the collective droning, takes 8 by the arm and guides her toward a medical station.::

Host The_Collective says:
ACTION: The Kazon respond with multiple weapons blasts which slam into the Cube's shields. Minimum to zero effect.

Host One_of_Nine says:
::spins on a heal at the command of the Collective and heads off towards eight's position, her link with the collective malfunctioning::

Four_of_Nine says:
::continues to monitor the frequency of Species 329's shields::

Six_of_Nine says:
::continues waiting, with the assault drone team::

Eight_of_Nine says:
::Shuffles along with Three of Nine to the repair station::

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::matches shield frequency, and sends data to the Tactical Drone.. Analyzing incoming warheads wield and power, and major subsystems::

Three_of_Nine says:
::Entering the medical station, sits 8 down and begins repair work.::

Four_of_Nine says:
::analyzes the frequency of the weapon impact for adaptation::

Host One_of_Nine says:
::comes to the repair and goes up to eight of nine, extending an assimilation tubule and increasing her dosage of nanoprobes while the drone is being repaired::

Host The_Collective says:
ACTION: With the data gathered, a beam of pure green energy leaps out and grabs one of the ships. A moment later, the Cube opens up with a close range energy blast, carving the ship neatly in half. The two flaming halves spin away.

Seven_of_Nine says:
::prepares to assimilate the members of that species::

Eight_of_Nine says:
::Receives nanoprobes from One of Nine::

Host The_Collective says:
ACTION: The remaining two vessels come about, and try to escape, but a similar fate happens to them.

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::watches as drones are beamed to the two halves of the ship, salvaging more drones for assimilation::

Three_of_Nine says:
::Reaches for a part and replaces one of the malfunctioning ones::

Four_of_Nine says:
::points the Holding Beam at the next nearest one before it escapes::

Host One_of_Nine says:
::assures a complete assimilation of eight of nine and then removes his injection tubes, spins on a heal, and returns to his previous position::

Three_of_Nine says:
::Completes repair on eight and releases her.::

Eight_of_Nine says:
::Begins to feel the affects of the repairs::

Seven_of_Nine says:
::walks along with assault drones::

Eight_of_Nine says:
::Shuffles off to grid 37 subsection 92::

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::turns his attention on the colony now, assimilating the data collected on the last encounter. no new technologies found yet::

Four_of_Nine says:
::zeros the scanning systems in on that vessel::

Host One_of_Nine says:
::arrives back at his previous location and joins the assault drones awaiting transport to the colony on the planet surface ... disseminates information on the technology in question among the present drones::

Eight_of_Nine says:
~~~Drone Eight of Nine is fully functional~~~

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::offers relevant information to the assault team::

Seven_of_Nine says:
::receives and processes information from One::

Three_of_Nine says:
::Looks at the drone to be disassembled, staring at it for a moment.::

Six_of_Nine says:
::receives the information::

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::Defense systems, weapons used, Adaptations needed, etc::

Eight_of_Nine says:
::Arrives at the designated coordinates and meets up with assault drones.  Stops and waits for orders to proceed::

Host The_Collective says:
One of Nine, Primary Adjunct of Unimatrix 5031, Four of Nine, Secondary Adjunct of Unimatrix 5031, Six of Nine, Tertiary Adjunct of Unimatrix 5031, Seven of Nine, Secondary Adjunct of Unimatrix 5031, Eight of Nine, Tertiary Adjunct of Unimatrix 5031 (goes on to list dozens of other drones) beam down to colony, assimilate species 329 designates.

Host One_of_Nine says:
::ensures that each of the assault drones in the error maintains a secure link to the collective, stops at six of nine and looks at her ... ensures her link with the collective::

Host One_of_Nine says:
::moves to the beam down point and dematerializes::

Host One_of_Nine says:
@::arrives on the surface of the colony with several dozen assault drones::

Host The_Collective says:
ACTION: Upon entering the orbit of the Species 329 Colony, drones immediately begin beaming down into the colonies center.

Four_of_Nine says:
::disconnects from the console and mechanically turns 90 degrees to his right marching away for beam down::

Five_of_Nine says:
::Establishes orbit about the colony world ::

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::monitors the data from the Assimilation team::

Three_of_Nine says:
::Reaches a hand up and disconnects the drone from the collective.  As the light leaves its eyes, she begins the processes of dismantling him.::

Six_of_Nine says:
@::materializes on the planet, and turns around, surveying the point of arrival::

Eight_of_Nine says:
@::dematerializes and rematerializes at the colony center::

Seven_of_Nine says:
@::materializes at the colony and begins to acquire targets::

Four_of_Nine says:
@::arrives at the location with the other drones::

Host The_Collective says:
SCENE: The colony is dusty, and not too well kept ... alien females scream and run with their children. Haggard men with weapons in hand rush out and start firing at the Borg drones materializing.

Host One_of_Nine says:
@::follows six of nine, prepared to connect new drones to the collective::

Host The_Collective says:
ACTION: Energy blasts strike two drones, and take them out instantly. A job for the bio-medical drones.

Seven_of_Nine says:
@::follows behind several assault drones::

Four_of_Nine says:
@::analyzes the impact of the weapon on one of the drones::

Six_of_Nine says:
@:;heads toward a group of Kazon, their cries unaffecting her as she moves towards them::

Eight_of_Nine says:
@::Engages defensive shields and proceeds to assimilate the colonists::

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::analyzes the incoming weapons fire, and come to an adaptation after the first three shots... Transmits relevant information to the Assimilation team::

Host One_of_Nine says:
@::begins to make adaptations to the local indigenous weaponry::

Seven_of_Nine says:
@::processing adaptations and utilizes them::

Four_of_Nine says:
@::adjusts drone shield frequency to match::

Host The_Collective says:
ACTION: Four of Nine's analyzing soon finds adaptive modulations, and the weapons blasts bounce off the shields.

Host One_of_Nine says:
@::adaptation available, drone shields now effective::

Six_of_Nine says:
@::adapts::

Four_of_Nine says:
@::continues to move forward with the other drones::

Seven_of_Nine says:
@::confidently, as a Borg can be, walks toward a Kazon male::

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::from the first reports, seems that there is no new technology in either offensive or defensive systems here::

Eight_of_Nine says:
@::Grabs a Kazon male and injects assimilation tubiles into his neck::

Three_of_Nine says:
::Pauses as one of the parts removed is a Starfleet comm. badge.::

Three_of_Nine says:
::Blinks, then places it aside and completes her task.::

Seven_of_Nine says:
@::grabs a Kazon male with right arm and injects with tubules from left arm::

Six_of_Nine says:
@::advances on a colonist and begins assimilation::

Host One_of_Nine says:
@::comes up beside eight of nine and ensures the individual he is assimilating gets connected to the Collective properly::

Seven_of_Nine says:
@::brings male to One::

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::star6ts getting information from the assimilated new drones, and checks their memories for any relevant information on their mission here::

Eight_of_Nine says:
@::Removes assimilation tubiles and proceeds to another victim::

Six_of_Nine says:
@::finishes with her first, and moves to the next target, beginning assimilation on that one::

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::receives information about a "storage room"... transmits relevant information to the Assimilation team::

Seven_of_Nine says:
@::drops his male at One and goes after another Kazon::

Host One_of_Nine says:
@~~~Repair Drone: Four of Nine is malfunctioning. See to the drone immediately.~~~

Eight_of_Nine says:
@::Injects the next victim in the neck and begins the assimilation process::

Host One_of_Nine says:
@::looks down at the male, kneels down and injects him again increasing the dosage of nanoprobes::

Seven_of_Nine says:
@::takes a young female in a threatening stance and injects her::

Four_of_Nine says:
@::continues toward the storage area::

Three_of_Nine says:
::Hears the command and goes to the transporter section to pick up 4 of 9::

Host Two_of_Nine says:
~~~One of Nine : Proceed to these coordinates. Our objective is there~~~

Host One_of_Nine says:
@::goes over to 7 and his young female and kneels down ensuring the new drones connection to the collective::

Eight_of_Nine says:
@::Retracts tubiles and proceeds to the storage room::

Four_of_Nine says:
@::the Borg transport system grabs him and he dematerializes::

Host One_of_Nine says:
@::stands and begins walking towards the coordinates that 2 just gave him::

Six_of_Nine says:
@::turns, with the rest of the assault team, toward the storage room::

Three_of_Nine says:
::Looks long at four of nine, then guides him back to the medical station.::

Seven_of_Nine says:
@::after One takes care of the female, assimilates the children::

Host One_of_Nine says:
@::joins an assault group heading for the coordinates::

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::oversees the operations from the ship, waiting for new data to process on adaptable technologies::

Eight_of_Nine says:
@::Enters storage area and waits for instructions::

Host One_of_Nine says:
@::arrives at the coordinates and scans the area for new technology::

Seven_of_Nine says:
@~~~Two: We need to prepare the maturation chamber.  There are several young here who can service the collective.~~~

Four_of_Nine says:
::follows along three as instructed by the Collective::

Six_of_Nine says:
@::arrives with the rest of the assault team::

Three_of_Nine says:
::Entering the station, begins to scan four::

Host The_Collective says:
ACTION: The storage area is filled with personal shield deflectors [something the Borg don't really need], and various computer modules. Analyzation technology that will improve the Collective's study techniques of offensive and defense capabilities by 1.10 %.

Host One_of_Nine says:
@::glances at 8 of 9 ... finds the new technology and begins to assimilate it into the collective:: ~~~2 of 9: Objective attained. New technology located.~~~

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::processes the new information, and several Borg start converting section 34-87 into a new maturation chamber::

Seven_of_Nine says:
@::joins the rest of the team at the coordinates::

Host Two_of_Nine says:
~~~One: Assimilate the rest of the colony, we are short on drones~~~

Eight_of_Nine says:
@::Receives relevant information from One of Nine and proceeds to the new technology location::

Three_of_Nine says:
::Finds a small aberration, but leaves it alone and hooks him up to one of the rejuvenation pods near by.::

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::receives signals, and processes the information, as the new technology is beamed to his workstation::

Eight_of_Nine says:
@::Begins assimilation of new technology and processes the information::

Host The_Collective says:
ACTION: Efficiently, the species 329 designates on the colony are all assimilated, as is their stolen technology.

Seven_of_Nine says:
@::goes about assimilating the rest of the colony, injecting males, females, young, old, infirmed and able-bodied::

Four_of_Nine says:
::begins rejuvenation cycle::

Five_of_Nine says:
::is replaced and goes to his cube for regeneration ::

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::his skilled bionic arm starts poking the systems now in front of him, looking for information::

Six_of_Nine says:
@::continues assimilation::

Seven_of_Nine says:
@~~~One: The colony of species 329 has been assimilated.  Mission accomplished.~~~

Three_of_Nine says:
::Watches four of nine briefly, then turns to the next drone to be repaired.::

Host One_of_Nine says:
@::goes around making sure that the assimilation process is complete on the rest of the colony, injecting males, females, young, old, infirmed, able-bodied::

Eight_of_Nine says:
@::Completes the assimilation of the new technology and processing of newly collected data.  Turns and exits the storage area::

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::monitors the influx of new assimilations, and tries to find out information on where they acquired the technology he is now reverse engineering::

Host One_of_Nine says:
@~~All Drones: The colony of species 329 has been assimilated. Mission accomplished. Return to cube 87651~~~

Five_of_Nine says:
::is blissfully cut off from the hive mind known as the collective ::

Host One_of_Nine says:
@::dematerializes from the colony, his mission complete::

Eight_of_Nine says:
@~~~One of Nine/Two of Nine:  Assimilation of technology completed.  Awaiting further instructions~~~

Seven_of_Nine says:
@::acknowledges One's message and dematerializes from the colony back to the cube::

Host The_Collective says:
ACTION: The drones on the surface start beaming back up to the ship. There are only bare traces of struggle in the sand in the now deserted colony ... only giving a hint of what happened here.

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::looks at the new devices, and the gathered information : The new analytical technology will boast the collective's analyzation of offensive and defensive weapons by 1.10%::

Six_of_Nine says:
@::assures herself that all targets have been assimilated, and awaits::

Eight_of_Nine says:
@::Dematerializes and rematerializes on the cube::

Six_of_Nine says:
@::is beamed back to the cube::

Seven_of_Nine says:
::appears back on the cube and helps guide the new drones-to-be to the assimilation chambers::

Host One_of_Nine says:
::senses a disconnected drone:: ~~~6 of 9: A Drone has been separated from the collective. Locate drone 5 of 9 and re-assimilate. Drone 7 of 9: Drone 5 of 9 requires repair. ~~~

Four_of_Nine says:
::his short rejuvenation cycle ends and he disconnects from the alcove::

Host Two_of_Nine says:
~~~Collective : Borg Cube #87651 reports mission accomplished. communicating relevant data to the collective now~~~

Eight_of_Nine says:
::Shuffles to her station in grid 34 sub junction 2::

Seven_of_Nine says:
::acknowledges One's message and goes to Five::

Six_of_Nine says:
::receives the communication regarding 5 of 9, and proceeds to his location::

Host One_of_Nine says:
::starts off towards the repair station::

Three_of_Nine says:
::Looks up as four prepares to leave, then turns to accept one of the newly assimilated.::

Host The_Collective says:
Proceed through transwarp conduit j-5465-ik to Kionack Sector, Grid 9854.

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::lifts his head, and returns to his assigned alcove. His regeneration cycle is coming up::

Four_of_Nine says:
::marches back to his station while analyzing acquired technology data records of Species 329::

Six_of_Nine says:
::arrives at 5 of 9's location, and moves toward him::

Seven_of_Nine says:
::approaches Five's alcove with Six::

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::settles onto his alcove, and his eyes close::

Eight_of_Nine says:
::Arrives at her station and begins monitoring the defensive and offensive status of the cube::

Seven_of_Nine says:
::deactivates Five's alcove::

Six_of_Nine says:
::moves toward 5 and inserts tubiles into his neck::

Three_of_Nine says:
::Is unable to proceed with the assimilation.  Turns it over to one of the other medical drones and goes to her regeneration alcove.::

Host The_Collective says:
Cube 87651, there is a vessel inbound. Identified as species 3128 which has been assimilated into the collective. Engage and assimilate.

Five_of_Nine says:
::leans forwards so the tubules go through the Medulla obligata ::

Host One_of_Nine says:
::arrives at the repair station and oversees the assimilation of new drones as arms and other body parts are removed in favor of new technology to bring these drones closer to perfection::

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::his eyes open as the new collective orders come in. he can regenerate later::

Five_of_Nine says:
::falls inert::

Seven_of_Nine says:
::assists Six with Five's re-assimilation::

Four_of_Nine says:
::reaches his station and reconnects::

Eight_of_Nine says:
::Opens a small locker and reaches inside, pulling out a curious looking item which turns out to be some type of sandwich.  Examines the item with her laser eye then throws it on the floor.  Continues working on the shield systems::

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::returns to his work console, and logs onto the incoming data on the new contact::

Six_of_Nine says:
::removes the tubiles, as the re-assimilation is complete::

Seven_of_Nine says:
::guides Five back to his alcove and reactivates it::

Host The_Collective says:
ACTION: A somewhat large starship rushes toward the Cube. It's silver hull glistening in the light of the nearby sun. The vessel is relatively half the size of a Buckingham Class Starbase.

Six_of_Nine says:
~~~One: The re-assimilation of Five of Nine is completed.~~~

Four_of_Nine says:
::directs the scanners on the large vessel::

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::looks at the incoming data, and receives data on species 3128 while doing so::

Eight_of_Nine says:
~~~ALERT, ALERT, vessel approaching.  Coordinates 259 Mark 7~~~

Host One_of_Nine says:
::receives orders from the collective and turns on a heal heading for another assault group::

Three_of_Nine says:
::Awakens as she gets the order for assisting five of nine.::

Seven_of_Nine says:
::goes to battle station::

Eight_of_Nine says:
::Begins scanning the approaching vessel::

Three_of_Nine says:
::Steps from her alcove and heads for five of nine.::

Four_of_Nine says:
::analyzes incoming information::

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::identifies the incoming ship as dozens of others the Borg had once assimilated, and starts disseminating relevant information to the assault drones::

Six_of_Nine says:
::steps back as Three of Nine approaches::

Host The_Collective says:
We are the Borg. Lower your shields and surrender your ship. We will add your biological and technological distinctiveness to our own. Your culture will adapt to service us. Resistance is futile.

Host One_of_Nine says:
::arrives at the beam down location and ensures the assault drones present are properly connected to the collective::

Four_of_Nine says:
We are the Borg. Lower your shields and surrender your ship. We will add your biological and technological distinctiveness to our own. Your culture will adapt to service us. Resistance is futile.

Host One_of_Nine says:
We are the Borg. Lower your shields and surrender your ships. We will add your biological and technological distinctiveness to our own. Your culture will adapt to service us. Resistance is futile.

Seven_of_Nine says:
We are the Borg. Lower your shields and surrender your ships. We will add your biological and technological distinctiveness to our own. Your culture will adapt to service us. Resistance is futile.

Six_of_Nine says:
We are the Borg. Lower your shields and surrender your ships. We will add your biological and technological distinctiveness to our own. Your culture will adapt to service us. Resistance is futile.

Host Two_of_Nine says:
We are the Borg. Lower your shields and surrender your ships. We will add your biological and technological distinctiveness to our own. Your culture will adapt to service us. Resistance is futile.

Eight_of_Nine says:
We are the Borg. Lower your shields and surrender your ships. We will add your biological and technological distinctiveness to our own. Your culture will adapt to service us. Resistance is futile.

Three_of_Nine says:
::Discovers five of nine and begins to disconnect him from the alcove, only to stop as she registers he is dead.::

Eight_of_Nine says:
~~~Vessel identified.  Species 3128 is present on vessel~~~

Three_of_Nine says:
::Stands for a long time looking at five of nine, ignoring those around her.::

Host Two_of_Nine says:
~~~Begin assimilation procedures~~~

Host One_of_Nine says:
~~3 of 9: Begin reanimation of 5 of 9 ~~~

Eight_of_Nine says:
::Brings weapons online::

Four_of_Nine says:
::adjusts the ship's systems for use against known Species 3128 technology::

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::notes the slightly irregular functioning of 3 of 9::

Host The_Collective says:
ACTION: The vessel responds, a computer-like voice speaks out to them, "Borg Vessel, I am the Cradakdi. Lower your shields, and surrender your ship. Your Drones shall be returned to proper existence. Resistance is futile."

Host One_of_Nine says:
::provides a tactical briefing for the assault drones present in his beam down group of species 3128 technology::

Three_of_Nine says:
::Hears one.  Removes 5 of 9 and begins to take him back to the medical station.::

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::pays no mind to incoming comm.::

Host The_Collective says:
ACTION: Polaron based weaponry lashes out at the Cube. It dances along their shields with blue light streaks.

Four_of_Nine says:
::stops puzzled by the unexpected response::

Seven_of_Nine says:
::hears the message, but doesn't quite understand it::

Host The_Collective says:
ACTION: The ship maneuvers around the Cube, firing continuously.

Four_of_Nine says:
::analyzes the Polaron energy weapon::

Host One_of_Nine says:
~~~ 4 of 9: Continue your task. ~~~

Eight_of_Nine says:
::Locks a tractor beam onto the vessel::

Host The_Collective says:
ACTION: Three peculiar discs eject from the vessel, and start moving around it in various orbits.

Seven_of_Nine says:
::prepares to assimilate those who would free us from this hell::

Six_of_Nine says:
::returns to her duties with the assault teams::

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::reverts the shield polarization to avoid the charged particles being fired at the cube::

Three_of_Nine says:
::Back at the medical station, reaches for the comm. badge on Fives chest.::

Four_of_Nine says:
::directs the scanners at the various discs one by one::

Eight_of_Nine says:
::Fires phasers at the discs::

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::watches intently at this tactic, cataloguing it for future engagements.. doesn't find any similar tactics in the Collective database::

Host One_of_Nine says:
::prepares for the beam over order::

Host The_Collective says:
ACTION: The discs absorb the weapons fire from the Cube, and resend the blasts through a newly appearing cannon.

Host Two_of_Nine says:
~~~bringing tractor beams to bear on the discs would reduce their threat quotient by 60%~~~

Host The_Collective says:
ACTION: The Cube shakes violently.

Four_of_Nine says:
::abandons adjustments for use against known Species 3128 technology and treats vessel as new contact::

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::shakes with the cube::

Seven_of_Nine says:
::falls over as the cube shakes::

Host One_of_Nine says:
::is knocked out of balance as the vessel shifts underneath him ... continues to wait for the beam over order::

Three_of_Nine says:
::Does not show reluctance and begins to follow orders to revive 5 of nine.::

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::analyzes new data:: ~~~fire should not be directed at the discs. Fire on the main ship~~~

Eight_of_Nine says:
::Adjusts shields to absorb the blasts from the discs and locks tractor beams onto them::

Four_of_Nine says:
::scans the discs cannon::

Seven_of_Nine says:
~~~Three: We've fallen, and we can't get up!~~~

Host The_Collective says:
ACTION: The tractors manage to lock onto one of the discs, but the cannon lets loose with a blast at the tractor emitter of the Cube, and it is damaged. The beam cuts loose.

Host Two_of_Nine says:
~~~repair teams to tractor assembly 45-k~~~

Host One_of_Nine says:
~~~ 7 of 9: Begin repairs. ~~~

Eight_of_Nine says:
~~~Tractor beam failure.  Attempting to compensate~~~

Host The_Collective says:
ACTION: Five of Nine is soon revived from death by the specially created nano-probes injected into him by Three of Nine.

Host One_of_Nine says:
::continues to wait for the beam over order::

Three_of_Nine says:
::Hears seven and sends a team.::

Four_of_Nine says:
::analyzes energy dissipation around area of destroyed tractor emitter 83::

Seven_of_Nine says:
~~~One: Malfunction.  This drone has fallen and damaged motor functions.~~~

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::the new data start to take new form as he notes a patter to the discs:: ~~~Engage tractor beam w with reversed polarity and send the discs away from the cube~~~

Three_of_Nine says:
::Looks at five of nine, quietly waiting.::

Host The_Collective says:
ACTION: Suddenly, the vessel lets loose with a massive volley at the Cube's port side ... the shields go down, and it launches a missile which impacts the hull.

Four_of_Nine says:
::redirects scans back to target vessel and attempts to obtain shield frequency::

Host One_of_Nine says:
::turns and starts heading towards 7 of 9's position::

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::sparks fly through his console as the power core fluctuates::

Four_of_Nine says:
::sends other Counter Measure drones to area of impact::

Eight_of_Nine says:
~~~Data received.  Adjusting tractor beam and reversing polarity~~~

Host The_Collective says:
ACTION: The missile does not explode upon impact, but imbeds itself within the hull ... suddenly, hundreds of thousands of nanites crawl out of the missile, and move throughout the cube.

Host The_Collective says:
ACTION: The vessel maneuvers away from the Cube as the nanites begin to do their work.

Three_of_Nine says:
::Notes that the body is alive, but there is nothing responding on the higher intellect.::

Host One_of_Nine says:
::walks through a corridor that is shaking fairly violently, sparks flying everywhere, shakes his foot as nanites crawl all over it::

Eight_of_Nine says:
~~~INTRUDER ALERT, INTRUDER ALERT.  Shield system failure~~~

Four_of_Nine says:
::receives updated information from Counter Measure Drones on Nanite infestation::

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::looks curiously at the attack method of this contact, and raises his ocular implant to take a closer look at the data coming in::

Seven_of_Nine says:
~~~All Drones: Alert!  Alert!  I'm detecting rogue nanoprobes!~~~

Host The_Collective says:
ACTION: The nanites make their way throughout the cube ... drones who come near the nanites are "attacked" by then. Essentially, the nanites leap into their bodies.

Host Two_of_Nine says:
~~~send assault drones to invader locations~~~

Four_of_Nine says:
::corresponds incoming information with any other known encounters by Borg vessels::

Eight_of_Nine says:
::Is attacked by the nanites::

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::sends data into the collective, to avoid any other such attacks and encounters::

Seven_of_Nine says:
::nanites cover him in his helpless state::

Four_of_Nine says:
::looses communication with several Counter Measure drones::

Host One_of_Nine says:
::continues his current mission as nanites crawl into his servos and make it hard to move::

Six_of_Nine says:
::feels the nanites moving over her::

Three_of_Nine says:
::Blinks as silence replaces some voices.::

Four_of_Nine says:
::sends nanite information to three of nine::

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::watches a swarm of invisible creatures invade his  workspace like a swarm::

Host One_of_Nine says:
~~~ All Drones: Repel the intruders. Repair damaged drones. ~~~

Host The_Collective says:
ACTION: The nanites reach the veniculum ... to the surprise [and perhaps horror?] of the drones onboard; they suddenly no longer hear the voices of the Collective. They are cut off. Confusion mounts as hundreds of Drones are suddenly thrust to individuality. They currently remember nothing of their past lives ... just that they are there.

Three_of_Nine says:
::Accepts information and begins to process it::

Seven_of_Nine says:
::starts to convulse::

Host The_Collective says:
ACTION: Key systems of the cube begin to shut down one by one.

Host One_of_Nine says:
::bumps into a drone, spins, bumps into another ... wacky confusion ensues::

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::grabs his head, and falls to his front::

Four_of_Nine says:
::suddenly stiffens as communication is lost with the Collective::

Eight_of_Nine says:
::Drops to her knees as the nanites consume her::

Six_of_Nine says:
::feels panic start::

Seven_of_Nine says:
::activates voice box:: Anyone: Help!

Four_of_Nine says:
Self: I am...  ::has a loss for words::

Four_of_Nine says:
::notices mechanical arm analyzing it closely::

Eight_of_Nine says:
~~~Error, error....malfunction~~~

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::looks at himself, craving the millions of voices that are silent now::

Host One_of_Nine says:
::wonders who is doing this to them::

Host The_Collective says:
ACTION: The nanites rush through the confused drones ... placing those they inject themselves into a sleeping mode.

Three_of_Nine says:
::turns around as she hears the malfunctioning Borg, but stays beside five of nine.::

Host Two_of_Nine says:
::closes his eyes and falls forward::

Eight_of_Nine says:
::Topples over deactivated::

Three_of_Nine says:
::Closes her eyes and quietly assumes the new nanites::

Host The_Collective says:
ACTION: Soon, it is over. Connection ... terminated.

Host The_Collective says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= Pause Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=
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